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1. Attached hereto are C:	 :3 tranelations of two CUMIN
reports dated le January 1951. Attachment A is _a brief account of Ninon
MAIVII2ZD I s accusation of CAPELlff as an informant of U.S. Intelligence.. MIMIe
state of extreme agitation when visited by case officer on 18 January is .easily
understandable from a perusal of the report. (It might be meted that'several
months nrior to the incident mentioned in Attachment A, .	 casually
asked r_	 :7 for MATVITEKO' s whereabouts.. Ait that time LI	 declared
that he had. no the slightest notion of.WVIIINC l e whereat4utsena 'use matter
weadrepied there.) It Is ease Officer's opinion-that VATVMSO te accusation
could only have been a gross provocation with the probable intention of sounding
out WC= fmr latter's possible connection 'with U.S. Intelligence boenra
recruiting bin to act as go-between in C._ 	 dincussions with Z._ 	 j
regarding the compromise as suggested in the hmneland mandate.. texas accepted
cage officer's assuranne that the sectrity of his reports and his contacts with

-nwhwve always been respected.

2. -Attachment B is entitled By Conversation with the Formac-Bead of the
SB ZCh . 00IN, 	 MATVITEKO, and SIgr Staff Weber, lvan.XASBUMA. The existence
of a U.S. State Department Investigative Ccaluitteachecking on.:the adtivitiee of
the SB in Germany, as is reported in this attachment, is Unknown to MOB. .
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Attachment A
to I3114-4893

18.1.51
•:'

On Friday, 12 January 1951, at 11 a.m.airon HATV1110, former head of
the SB ZOb OUR and Ivan SUMBA visited me/in my'apartment. During this visit
(Which laster until three hours after dinner), LAMM) told.me, among other
things, that the SB had been informed that I had given American counter-
intelligence authorities reports on the following:

/
a. The arrival orlfironNATVITEED.ii Germany frem Paris.

b. The contents of the letters and materials brought by couriers from
the Ukraine,

-
c. Other internal ;affairs of the SB and the ZChOUN.

.	 _

•
Natural, I denied all these accusations. He told me haw it had happened.

An SBwerker'tilked ,io in American from CIO or some other organisation. During
the talk, the American asked about Aron NATVEEVED. The SB weber said that he—
did not know thatMATITHED was in German Bet when, the SB member gave some
answers . whick.did not 'fit, with information the American had, the latter said
that the-SBAlmaber was purposely withholding several facts. The American had
learnea.fron a source, a:very reliable source, to be exact, from a priest, that
the'situation was not as the SD member said. Then the American said, or showed,
that 4ipituot basiwornion. Orthodox cress. Thus he showed that he had gotten' .
his

,...,
informatian.from an orthodox priest. Demme° the American said that this

prieet- was wIll informed 'on the affaire of. the UPA., the ZiCh OUR' and the SP MI6
the/ SB man knew that it could only be I. There was also. the.peseibilitr_tb0
this -information had come frociRev. Brinioch GB1NOSHA - also an Orthodox priest,(/)

/bet be was then in the U.S.A. and could not have tad the American. It follows .
logically that there is only one possible pore en who could be the source and

' that is myself.
• .

One must'recognize that the SB's logic is correct. In fact the. conversation
was about me.	 -

I am hereby informing yen that if I do not receive a guarantee that my
' reports win not be exposed to the SB, I shall not be in a position to give

informatien on the SB Wh.OUN.
•



Attachment B
to 1/03k-A-4893

L.S.
18,1.51

II

mr Conversation with the Former Head of the SB ZCh GUN, Miran UNIT= and
SB. Staff Member, Ivan KASHUBA:

.	 .

Ivan KASHUBA and Miron MANITEM, members of the staff of the SB ZCh OUR, .
'Jointed me in myapartment on Friday, 12 January, and Wednesday, 17, January
1951. Both visits lasted several hours. One point which was repeated through-
out these conversations was a warning to me not to repeat any information about
the SB ZCh OUN to the Americans or the ZPUHVR. The SB has grounds for'
suspecting that the Americans are receiving information about the SB ZCH
trail flife..

(Soo my special report on this subject - Attachment A)

But in spite of these suspicions or, perhaps, because it sunpeoted me of
working with the Americans - the SB considers it vital to have contact with me
in order to let the Americans know through me how useful it could be in their •
work. The SB believes the Americans night take some repressive measures towards
their organisation. They emphasised to me that since I was ance a staff menber
of the SB.and knew about 'some of the liquidations of people which took place
under the SB, I would also be brought to account for these deeds if they were
brought to light. I would be as responsible for those acts 613 MANI:MHO, &CRUM,
=MBA, or any other staff member of the SB.	 •.._ •	 • .• ..••

The SB learned that after Peter =we former SB co-worker and editor of
.	 . •..•

the Mh GUN newspaper "On Guard* ("14 Storothy4 ), printed a provocative
brochure stating that the saves a.Bolehevik tech, the U.S. A. State Department
created :an investigative committee ihiCh spent two montbs . .Europe,. gainly in
Germany and France, collecting material on the SD and the MR GUN. The
comminsion i s:first obligation was to find out how maw persona 	 the SB had
eliminated, and whon.and.where. It was alsO assigneithe task "Of discovering
whether or not it was true that MATVII1H0 was a Bolshevik ageht.

The cemmission.questioned -imong various other people IvanBIAGRARI of
the UMPOind Gennadi MTGE/VA. The SB.figUred that several people from the
UHVR,.among themmyneIfvwaroalso questioned in this.,investigation.

Another reason for4he sending of this investigative committee to Europe
was that More than six months ago the former SB member and leader in Mittenwald,
Tastily GOGOSHA had .been interned on an island in New York because of his
denenciatiOnlv Ivan IVASHM, fanner general :secretary Of the 'IBM. COGOSHA had
several Organizationalzreporte from the ZCh MTH and the SSaith. him.. In the
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courre of the interrogations which 'lasted for manyweeks, Vasilly GOGOSHA
revealed several things aboutthe activities of the SB and the ICh OUN in
Ifittennald. The American investigating authorities copied the harsh methods
of the li1B and the Gestapo in their dealings with GOGOSHA, threatening him
with repatriation to the U4S.S.R.

The SB still does not koow what GOGOSHA said. to the americans, but they
know that he did not say much because many CIC agents have already talked with
seers of the 2Ch OUN. -Judging from the questiona the agents asked the Z0h
°numbers, the SB has concluded that the Americans have not learned much from
GOGOSHI.and that he has kept quiet about the most -important affairs.

ODOOSHILI M lanyer in the U.S.A. sent a letter to the ZChOUN in Europe,
saying that the affair had only had. its beginning tithe States and would 'be
continued in Europe. Be wanted to warn everyvne who had bad contact with
poxes& to keep this in mind and to go into hiding..

11A. IVITEXO is convinced that members of this commission,. or someone under
its direction, are interested in this question even in France and are
particularly consumed with NAM:MO himself: But because the SB-haiMo rasy

, people throughout France 1MTVIIEKO.learned about thisin time from several
Circumstances. For . ema4le, while looking for kATVITEHO, CIC in 'Match eent
a' report about him to Paris. In the report it said, that CID was looking:for
him for passing 001dt-been dollars and that he was suspected of being a Soviet
agent. The brochure of Peter TLEWN, printed in English, &bon* marvxrErols
collitcration with the' was included. The French police translated this
report into Preach. RAMIRO later learned that the Americans insisted that
he be arrested and sent. to Germany, but . the French police refused to do it.
NAMING found out through, scoe SB ran, probably an interpreter who read all
this.enideace and later told WPM= about it. ILTVITEKO . consickumd it necessary
to return to Germany. In addition he received an order from Stefan BUM& and
the ZCh OUN to collect all the information he could about to lab* the meMbers
Of this investigative committee were frilking and what material pertaining to • •
the work of the SB or the liquidation of agents they had been able to collect.

In further conversation with ILATTECEICO I learned only that thiacomminsion
found', evidenca that many Bolshevik' agents had been liquidated, and that it .

; considered that this was incorrect, but that in any case all. the enemies of
the-BB and the ZOD CON would not attain their-objectives. 	 .

The Wet importaät thing 4 abot this investigation was that , during it the,
• eamoissiombecame Convinced that Peter TAB= and many of his . followersin the
U.S.A..were important Bolshevik agents, and onamutst . expact:that ther*111 soon
be arrested. He hinted that the SB had given the commission reason trtiittlmie
-that ,Peter TAIMIwas such an agent. It is interesting that the investigating
committee worked only throagh the governmental authoilliee and excluded. CIC-
'and CID stations in Germany from the investigation. The coimission did not
even want to make use of the evidence that CIC and CID had pertaining to the



affair. The SB was very pleased by this as only in that sexy could they hive
found the. objective truth. The SB csinsidered that the fl oppositionu and the
ZP UHVR did not give the Americans objective information.
_

As a consequence, in its last conversations with representatives of the .
ZCh OUR and persons in the ZCh OUR, the Americans demanded the rnformation
of the SB and, to a great extent, the exclusion of VAINTIBKO fron the affairs
of the ZCh OUN. But as MATIMIZO told me, Stefan BANDER& would under no
circumstencea permit a reformation of the SB or the exclusion of IBITVITEO0

.from its activities, even if the Americans initiated repressive measures.
towards the SB.

The SB insediately set itself.one tasks to prove that all these disagree-
ments.between the ZCh CUN' and the ZP UNVR were the work of Bolshevik agents.
One of those causing the disagreements and helping to bring about a split was.
Ivan 'VAMP, former secretary of the ABN1Who later switched to the aids of
the ZP tom The SB is doing everything in its power to show that he was an
NOB agent. Heis alleged to have given a letter to the ZP UNVR which said
that the ZChOVN and the SB had issued death sentences to all members of the
ZP UBVR and he, IVASBID, had forged the signature of Stefan BAEDEFUL. This
letter breught about& complete alpit between the ZCh OUR and the.ZPUHVR.
This letterman the cause of /aroalaVSTETZEDI s a:allusion from the .P .UHVB. .

But when I tried to get more detailed information on Ivan IVASHEOlebeing
a Bolshevik agent I could not get'a direct answer. NAM= simply reminded
asset the following circumstances.

1. The letter to the ZP UHVR :mentioned above.

Z. That Ivan Inn:KO was a friend of Peter =MON who vas a Bolshevik
agent.	 _

. That IVABIOILis now in contact with editor gennadia ODTORDVICHIdso.
Ais apparently a Soviet, agent. 	 .

• That he gave Gennadia KOTOROVICH various data such as information
about n the Otte:maid conterena.e. of the ZCh 0E6 about the Nairious
liquidation organs of the SB end shoat BLIEMOAls present location.
Besideolhat he worked. with, the Americana ., .giving reports on SB
activities, and by io doing is aiming for the liquidation of the
SS., It is known that the SB liquidates Bolshevik agents and for
this reason IVASHEO vents to liquidate the SB.

All of these oireemetances are sufficient, as MATVITIMO pointed out, to
prove that IVABRIO is a Bolshevik agent.

•

Remarkis

I have beg to check all this information and learned the followings



1. The ZP OMR does not have and has not had any letters which are signed
by Stefan BANDERA and which could have been falsified by Ivan 'PISSED.
All letters from Stefan . BANDERA to the ZP OMR are personally delivered
by raroslav STETZED, Stefan LENWSKI, Stefan BAND himself, or by
some other leader of the ZCHOSN. No occasion would arise on which
BANDERA l e signature could be forged.

2. The ZP DIIVR does not have arr, letters with IVISEXO t a signature saying
that the. ZCh MN has sentenced its entire opposition to death.

3. The truth is that at the Nittensald ccmference Ivan 'PISMO) said orally
to the people of the ZP DHVELthat he had learned that the. ZCh =wanted
to liquidate its aomositione . Even then 'Van IVASEKO revealed the source
of thie information. Be said that he had learned it. from Peter WIDE
env:Wolter melber of the SB, ERAREEV/TCH. One most note that ISARCIEVITCL
is still a member of the SB today. I. do not understand how map. 60414-;
know that Peter /ARLON was. a Bolshevik agent than when it has pot.6eii
established yet. But so far as I can judge from riliIDNI s reports and
activities one can assume that he is =agent.	 .

.4. It is tame that after the Mittermald conference Ivan IVASHICO signed _a
letter to the ZP BUR in 'which he said that in his time Iaroslav STETEMD
had very severely criticised the ZP UHVR in spite of the fact Ipet.hemas
thane nether Of that organization. _Whet STETZEO said was thankhA e Si
had liquidated =MOM and STACHIV there 'would be peace with the ..
opposition.	 . . .

Then he gave proof of this etatemusAt7 SrETZEO. Ilan/0 even said that
he was ready to subeittthis to the organization's court. Re reaffirmed
it to Damian EDEDDIA, who as a member of the ZS,' asked kite about that
matter. IVASHID..said that it was no secret. He said that the ZP MYR
could shOw_thie.letter to TaroslavSTrZED. The letter, plus a hoe. of
other circumstances, was the reason . for_STET2pts expulsion froa the
ZPUEPS.

5. It is a fact that Oen= had contacts with Geri:media 1010ROVICH. But
he .dailicie that he tfroy..KOTOROVICH any written informatiOn about the
Nittennald conference or aboutIANDERA. It is possible that he could
have Said something in cOnversation, bat he did not know that
ISOICEOVICEI is a Bolshevik agent:'

•,:	 .:	 •	 .
' illia`CgirSider all this inforniitionWe'could coseAO one conclusion 0n77:

the possibility that IPASHED.iike EDTONOVICE was. a Bolshevik agent, but it is
still impoesible to call them agente,onthebasis of this meager information.
That the sB , an'y have fOrt* proof is inOther matter.
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In any case the SH considers that with the help of its Connections with
the Americans it can prove that IVASHKO'ind KOTOROVICH are doing the work of
Bolshevik agents. For that reason the SH IS relying heavily on its American
Contacts and believes that it can convince them that in liquidating various
people they were guarding the ZCh OUN from Bolshevik influences, that they can
answer for all these murders and that they can even succeed in legalizing'
VironaMATVIYEKO in Germany.

One must emphasize here . that Ivan KASHUBA, as he himself stated, has no
connections with aq in Augsburg. He has no ties with Mr. SIDORUK or SIDORCEUX
or with any other such person. CIC. agent SIDORCHUK, as he said to MUDD:11{09:1s
a complete fool, and no intelligence agent, he reveals the sources of. his.
information and does other such foolish things. Even VDDRIK, bead of SH in Augs-
burg doss not want to have anything to do with =OHMIC '. KASHUBA states that
he had only been at CIO in Augsburg once and then only because he had been 	 -
suesioned.

That is the truth according td KASHUH4, and I do not know whether Ivan
MASHED or OemadittOIDROVICH is telling the truth. In any case, 'either lir.
IVASHED or RUDRIK contacted CIC in Augsburg since they talk tint way about
Mr. SIDORCHUK. .

I asked MATVIIEKO why Stefan HAMM had published a-letter in °Surma"
reporting his . sgspiction that the UHVR "couriers° had brought back false 	 .
information about the death of General DRUPUNKA_and even his suspicion that
this pouch had been forged by the maB and that, the couriers of the ZP UHVR
were themselves Bolshevik agents. MAITITEKO answered that these were trifling
perplexities. The couriers to the ZCh OUlware delayed fdt several days in
Poland. But in. the letter written to the 2Ch OVN thvbaid that °all is well
we've have a pouch from General CHUPRIBii." But the couriers had not yet
arrived: Because such a letter was known to the ZCh GUN, the ZP UHVR reported,
and evenpublicised, that General:CRUM:RA had been killed, S. BANDERA wrote
this letter saying that in a few days he would receive the real story. The
ZCh OVN couriers themeelves did not know ; what kind of a. pouch they had
received or from whom they had received it. They were convinced that the
pouch was from General CHUPBINKA. MUM was forced to write this letter
beeause the HP MYR refused to. be kept waiting for this infOrmation for •
Several-daYs or until the arrival of the couriers. themselves from Poland.
The couriers of the ZCh OUR were Supposed to receive a pouch frowthe OUR in.
Poland and were ttierarore. detained.
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